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General advantages of the Varia Series:
The Varia-RC series from the German manufacturer Litegear is
probably the most innovative LED recessed spotlight in the world.
The modular, service-friendly design allows the lens, the LED module
and the ballast to be exchanged in seconds without tools and
combined as desired. In this way, you can subsequently swap the
light color for a different one or replace the lens with one with a more
perfect beam angle. The user can even replace the external ballast
without tools, for example with one with Dali dimming. The power
adjustment of the LED power supplies using small DIP switches is
also ingenious. The power of the LED downlight can be adjusted in 4
steps: 28W, 32W, 36W, 40W! This gives you either maximum
performance or maximum power savings. Customers can choose
between 2 housing colors, black and white, and 3 lenses with a beam
angle of 18°, 24° or 36°.
 
Varia-RC: The first fully modular recessed LED downlight!
 
Technical Details:

changeable, adjustable LED driver: 28-40W (28, 32, 36, 40 Watt)
exchangeable LED COB module with the best light quality and
high efficiency: CRI >80 or CRI >90 with improved color
rendering
Selectable light colors: 2700K, 3000K, 3500K, 4000K, 5000K,
Gold for baked goods, Fresh Meat and Meat Plus for meat and
sausage products, Exciting Color 3100K for fashion
long service life: up to 50,000 hours L80
lens that can be changed without tools: 18°, 24°, 36°
2 body color: white, black
passive cooling, aluminum heatsink
LED ballast with junction box and connection terminal for
looping through the AC power
Pivotable luminaire body with flush finish, homogeneous
integration in suspended ceilings
optionally different installation rings and additional adapter
rings available for different installation openings
modular design

 

Technical Details:

Ambient Temperature (TA): -10°C - 45°C

Housing Material: aluminum

Housing Color black

Coating: powder-coated

Cut-Out Dimensions 197 mm

Warranty 5 years

Information and Downloads:

Änderungen vorbehalten
Technical details are subject to change
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